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Abstract: Science and education integration (SEI) is an important driving force for undergraduate education reform and a vital channel to cultivate innovative and outstanding talent. By means of literature statistical analysis method, the development history of SEI idea for university running and stage characteristics in China are summarized. A comprehensive analysis of the retrieved 385 papers in the field of SEI and innovative talent training was conducted. It suggests that concrete practice of SEI in colleges and universities have expanded the exploration and practice of innovative talent training and achieved remarkable results. It is pointed out that SEI is one of the inevitable choices in the cultivation of innovative talents and the essential characteristics in the new era of higher education. The research status of SEI and innovative talents cultivation are then investigated focusing in specialty construction, curriculum construction, talent cultivation mode, training mode, concept and system mechanisms, etc. The existed problems are discussed in detail, as well as the research and reform directions of SEI for the innovative talent cultivation. This paper illustrates that SEI research and practice is one of the most important concerns in the field of higher education and will play a strong role in promoting high-quality development of higher education.
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1. Introduction

Talent cultivation is the core function of universities, along with scientific research, social service, and cultural inheritance. The German educator Humboldt first proposed the principle of a unification of scientific research and education in the 19th century. He believed that scientific research should be used as a process and method for cultivating individuals. The significant component of his educational thought was to promote an organic combination of education and scientific research in higher education [1]. The Johns Hopkins University, founded by Gilman, is considered to be the beginning of the university era in the United States. The establishment of the graduate school, joint school-enterprise research institute, and the formation of commercially-funded laboratories provided a diversified new system of integration of science and education [2]. At the end of the 20th century, the Boyer Report reflected on the reform of American higher education and proposed a reconstruction of undergraduate teaching, emphasizing the integration of learning by doing.

Since 2000, countries around the world have launched a series of documents for education reform, such as the 2020 Project Vision Report of the United States in 2004, the Action Report on Training 2020 Engineers in 2005, the 21st Century Engineering Challenge Report in 2008, and the Europe 2020 Strategy report in 2010. All documents emphasize the integration of scientific and technological development and talent cultivation, the cooperation between industry and engineering education, the return to practical engineering practices, and a diversified engineering education mode.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the integration of science and education is an inevitable trend in the development of international higher education [3]. However, there are not ever a comprehensive investigation on the research and development of the integration of science and education in recent years. The purpose of this study is to analyze the development history of the integration of science and education for university running and stage characteristics especially in China with the literature statistical analysis method. After a comprehensive analysis of the research status of innovative talents cultivation and the integration of science and education, the existed problems will then be discussed in detail, as well as the possible research and reform directions of the integration of science and education for the innovative talent cultivation.

2. Development of Science and Education Integration (SEI) in China

Research on the integration of science and education can be analyzed from three perspectives. First, through a combination of science and education departments, with “science” referring to the departments of science and technology, and “education” referring to the departments of education; second, through exploring the combination between science and education institutions, with “science” referring to scientific research institutes, and “education” being colleges and universities; the third is an analysis of the combination between science and education activities, with “science” referring to scientific research activities, and “education” referring to educational activities [4].

The understanding of the relationship between “science” and “education” has evolved through several stages. In the early days of the People’s Republic of China, China’s higher education system followed the Soviet Union’s model of “separation of science and education”, and the functions of scientific research and teaching were undertaken by scientific research institutes, and colleges and universities, respectively. After the establishment of the University of Science and Technology of China in 1958, colleges and universities started to become an important research force outside of scientific research institutes. However, only a small number of superior disciplines conducted scientific research activities at universities then, and scientific research did not clearly serve to train the students. At this stage, “science” and “teaching” were still in the embryonic stage of instinctive combination.

Since the policy of reform and opening-up was adopted, the positioning of colleges and universities as both educational and scientific research centers has gradually emerged [5]. In 1985, it was made clear that colleges and universities in China should shoulder the dual tasks of training senior professionals and developing science, technology, and culture. Thus, scientific research in colleges and universities was not only required to train talent, but also to promote the development of science and technology. These two basic tasks must be combined and complement each other in order to nurture talent and produce achievements. Since then, the basic idea of the coordinated development of science and education in colleges and universities has been initiated, and “science” and “education” have entered a period of rapid development.

In 2012, the Ministry of Education of China issued Several Opinions on All-Around Improvement of the Higher Education Quality, emphasizing the need to implement the talent-training concept of scientific and educational integration from multiple aspects through new talent training modes, promoting collaborative innovation, and improving the scientific research management system. In August 2012, the Ministry of Education and the Chinese Academy of Sciences launched the implementation of the Action Plan for Talent Cultivation by Collaboration of Science and Education in Beijing. In the same year, the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences was established to explore the cultivation of innovative talent by deepening talent training reform, vigorously promoting collaborative talent cultivation through a combination of science and education, promoting the interaction between scientific research and teaching, and combining scientific research and talent training. In January 2015, the first school of physical sciences that integrated science and education was established at the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences in China. Since then, 12 different disciplines in schools with science and education integration (SEI) have been set up. In September 1999, with the approval of the State Council, the former Northwest Agricultural University, Northwest Forestry College, Institute of Soil and Water Conservation, Chinese Academy of Sciences and Ministry of Water Resources, Northwest Institute of Water Conservancy of the Ministry of Water Resources, Shaanxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Shaanxi Academy of Forestry Sciences, Shaanxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Shaanxi Academy of Forestry, and the Northwest Institute of Botany of the Chinese Academy of Sciences were merged to form Northwest A&F University.

In May 2017, the former Qilu University of Technology and the former Shandong Academy of Sciences were integrated to form the new Qilu University of Technology (Shandong Academy of Sciences), which initiated an in-depth exploration of SEI and its practice. The new Qilu University of Technology (Shandong Academy of Sciences) is a significant force in the field of new industrial scientific and technological innovation and talent training in Shandong Province. The university gathers high-quality science and education resources in Shandong Province, implements the management system of university and academy integration, and provides SEI with special features. In a sense, the integration of Qilu University of Technology and Shandong Academy of Sciences is a new exploration of SEI. In February 2019, Taishan Medical University, Shandong Academy of Medical Sciences, Shandong Provincial Hospital, and Shandong Provincial Qianfoshan Hospital were integrated to form the Shandong First Medical University, which was officially established as the Shandong Academy
of Medical Sciences. Implementation of these policies and concrete practice of SEI in colleges and universities have expanded the exploration and practice of innovative talent training and achieved remarkable results.

3. Statistical Analysis Based on Literature Related to SEI and Training of Innovative Talent

In order to accurately grasp the course of SEI research and the training of innovative talent, a comparative analysis was conducted in this paper using the method of literature statistics. By setting different keywords, a search was conducted using the CNKI database. It was found that the first paper exploring SEI and the training of innovative talent was published in 2009 (Figure 1). Jiang et al. [6] reported that the national biological science base of Huazhong Agricultural University actively explored new ideas for training innovative biological talent with agricultural characteristics from the perspective of national strategy, social needs, and school development. After years of reform and practice, and through the combination of science and agriculture and science and education, a “four in one” biological innovative talent training system was constructed, including theoretical teaching, experimental teaching, scientific research and training, management, and a guarantee, and rich achievements were made. There were no relevant papers published for two consecutive years following this research, and then the number of papers increased rapidly to 24 in 2012, and the amount of relevant research has grown significantly since then. During the five years from 2012 to 2016, approximately 20 papers were produced each year. The number has accelerated since 2017, from 38 to 96 in 2020. In 2012, the Ministry of Education and the Chinese Academy of Sciences launched the Action Plan for Talent Cultivation by Collaboration of Science and Education and established the University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, as well as a new starting point for SEI. Following this, the corresponding research and practice of SEI has grown rapidly. The former Qilu University of Technology and the former Shandong Academy of Sciences were integrated, and the new Qilu University of Technology (Shandong Academy of Sciences) was established in 2017, marking a significant year for the in-depth exploration and practice of SEI.

According to the statistics of discipline classification, among the research papers in the field of SEI, 329 papers were related to higher education, accounting for 85.5% of the total; 18 papers were related to vocational education, accounting for 4.7%; 15 papers were related to scientific research management, accounting for 3.9%. It is clear that higher education accounts for the vast majority of published research, which is consistent with SEI understanding and practice of scholars at home and abroad.

According to the statistics of institution classification, 41 institutions have published two or more related research papers, among which the top three are Qilu University of Technology (24), Ningbo University of Technology (16), and the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (13). Qilu University of Technology and the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences initiated new stages of SEI on two nodes, respectively, so they naturally provide more relevant research and practice. Ningbo University of Technology, as one of the universities selected for the national industry and education integration development project, has been fully integrated into the teaching reform concept of SEI since 2013 and has established a comprehensive pilot of SEI teaching reform in the colleges of architecture and transportation engineering and materials and chemical engineering, which has achieved good results.

4. SEI Research and Practice for Training Innovative Talent

A comprehensive summary and analysis of the retrieved 385 papers in the field of SEI and innovative talent training was conducted. These can be summarized into five aspects: speciality construction, curriculum construction, talent training mode, teaching mode, and the concept and system mechanism (Figure 2). Most of the research on these five aspects has been reported since 2012 and 2013, while the research on curriculum has lagged behind slightly, with research papers available from 2015. Since then, there has been a relatively consistent trend of steady increase. This illustrates that SEI research and practice is one of the most important concerns in the field of higher education and will play a strong role in promoting high-quality development of higher education to some extent.

4.1. Speciality Construction

The adjustment of speciality structures has a bearing on the direction, scale, organization, and efficiency of talent training in colleges and universities. Taking Qilu University of Technology as an example, An et al. [7] explored and applied an adjustment of speciality structures in colleges and universities with the background of SEI. The results demonstrate that the new Qilu University of Technology makes use of the advantages of SEI resources to adjust the speciality structures, enhance speciality connotations, and deepen the reform of teaching modes, providing a driving force for further exploration and practice of deepening the
reform of science and technology and the education system in Shandong province.

Gu et al. [8] proposed that SEI must be strengthened in order to build first-class specialties in their analysis of SEI in the training of innovative talent in the undergraduate specialty of materials chemistry. They found that discipline resources were being fully utilized, a new curriculum system had been constructed, the curriculum content was updated, and a multi-level teaching and innovation “pyramid” training system had been established, which integrated scientific research into the whole process of undergraduate teaching and significantly improved the comprehensive quality and innovative practice ability of undergraduates.

Figure 2. Statistics of related literatures of SEI and innovative talent training.

Some scholars claim that the “integration of science and education, collaborative innovation” is the engine for the development of local universities against the backdrop of reform and connotative development of China’s higher education. Talent cultivation by SEI in the application-oriented undergraduate specialty of surveying and mapping was analyzed, the problems during SEI implementation were discussed, a cultivation mode of innovative talents was constructed, and issues that needed to be improved and solved during SEI implementation were presented [9].

Xu et al. [10] found that SEI often encountered issues in the specific implementation process. Based on a specific analysis of existing problems with the English education specialty in local normal universities, and combined with concepts of SEI, they proposed a scientific and reasonable curriculum system to cultivate students’ scientific research awareness and innovation ability, highlighted the characteristics of normal universities, and innovated the assessment mode and performance evaluation standards. They also recommended the practice of cooperation and exchange in basic education, jointly developed scientific research projects, a reform of the scientific research management and assessment system, and the implementation of measures such as the mutual growth of teaching, research, and learning.

Han et al. [11] believed that SEI was an effective way to cultivate high-quality talent. Through a close combination of scientific research and talent cultivation, taking research into new taste sensing technology as an example, they expounded that scientific research enriched the teaching content of the food courses, promoted the innovative education of undergraduates, and provided strong support for the cultivation of high-quality undergraduates in the food specialty field.

Owing to the rapid development of big data, data engineering has become a newly established engineering specialty. Lu et al. [12] investigated and analyzed the current situation of SEI in data engineering specialties. Through analysis of teaching evaluation data and scientific research performance data, the results showed that professional title provided no significant difference in teaching evaluation, and there was no significant difference between teachers with good teaching evaluations and those with poor teaching evaluations. They found that teaching evaluations and the number of years teaching conform to an S-type function, the teaching years and scientific research performance conform to the cubic model, paper performance was negatively correlated with teaching evaluation, and project performance was positively correlated with teaching evaluation.

Huang et al. [13] took the new specialty of plant science and technology in Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University as the research object, which practices a talent training mode of deep SEI based on the background, significance, orientation, and goal of professional talent training, and relies on the high-quality teaching experimental platform and practice base of the university. Through practical exploration, they analyzed the preliminary results of the construction of the new specialty, and discussed the necessary improvements required for optimization of the training mode of innovative talent in plant production.
Kong et al. combined substantive SEI with the cultivation of innovative talent in accordance with the existing talent training mode of forestry and chemical industry from aspects including the current situation of the forestry and chemical industries, formulation of innovative talent training programs, establishment of an innovative curriculum system, exploration of education and teaching modes, and cultivation of innovative teaching. They sought to determine an operation mechanism and education mode of “university-institute talent sharing, resource sharing, discipline co-construction, and talent co-cultivation”, and provide theoretical guidance and support for improvement of the quality of innovative talent cultivation under the SEI mode [14].

Yang et al. [15] believe that promoting SEI is the general trend of training students majoring in traditional Chinese medicine. SEI helps to establish an interactive mechanism between teaching and scientific research and to cultivate students’ scientific thinking, methods, and attitudes. An SEI teaching model was implemented in the college for one year, achieving good results. It initially realized the effective transformation of scientific research resources into high-quality teaching resources, successfully implemented and practiced “student-centered” teaching concepts, respected the “knowledge-based nature” and “freedom nature” of students, led the students of traditional Chinese medicine to explore the learning, thinking, and application of advanced knowledge, and explored the “creative nature” of students.

Liu et al. found that, regardless of whether the school consciously promoted SEI, there were large quantities of cultivation phenomena and behaviors related to SEI in undergraduate education. According to this study, students are divided into two categories, i.e., “students cultivated by SEI (integration students)” and “students cultivated by non-SEI (non-integration students)” [16]. Through the operational definition of SEI training modes and taking all students majoring in foreign languages in Tonghua Normal University as the research object, this paper draws the conclusion that the SEI training mode can effectively improve the quality of talent cultivation; the learning objectives and understanding of professional prospects of the integration students are more clear; the overall growth rate of knowledge and ability of the integration students is much higher than that of the non-integration students. According to the horizontal comparative evaluation, the integration students also demonstrate a higher evaluation of their self-knowledge and abilities, as well as satisfaction with the school and teachers they come into contact with.

In view of problems with application-oriented electronic information specialties for undergraduates, An et al. [17] proposed that the current requirements of social and economic development for talent training be adapted under the guidance of SEI through classroom education, independent education, and social education, as well as other aspects of teaching reform to achieve the goal of closely combining professional education with the demands of the technology industry and market.

Chemistry, as a traditional specialty in comprehensive colleges and universities, is faced with challenges of backward knowledge, separation from its applications, and graduate difficulties to gain employment in new educational environments and employment situations, and requires urgent reform. Jia et al. [18] took the concept of “SEI, school-enterprise cooperation” to drive comprehensive reform of the traditional chemistry specialty and expand employment channels in Dezhou University. They found that in the limited class hours, students retained strong theoretical and solid foundation characteristics of the specialty, but practical and applied knowledge and training was required to enhance the comprehensive quality and competitiveness of the chemistry major graduates, broaden employment channels, and revitalize the traditional chemistry specialty.

4.2. Curriculum Construction

With an increasing amount of research-oriented universities gradually strengthening the guidance and training of freshmen, freshmen seminars have attracted increasingly widespread attention. Such seminars have made an important contribution in integrating the rich scientific research resources and talent training tasks of research-oriented universities and realizing SEI. Seminar features of wide range, small classroom capacity, excellent course content, and flexible teaching methods have been recognized and supported by many teachers and students. However, as there are no standardized teaching evaluation standards or fixed teaching forms, the effect of such seminars can be inconsistent. Based on the practice and experience of freshmen seminar teaching in Renmin University of China, Liang et al. [19] reported on the emerging paradigm of freshmen seminars integrating science and education, whose purpose is to provide more reference value for popularizing and optimizing freshman seminars in colleges and universities.

To meet the training requirements of outstanding navigation talents and further improve the quality of classroom teaching, Chen et al. [20] carried out teaching reform analysis based on the SEI mode for a ship handling course, analyzed the necessity and feasibility of applying the SEI mode, proposed a teaching design scheme for ship handling based on SEI, and explored the implementation effects from aspects including talent training quality, teaching quality, teaching material construction, specialty construction, etc.

In order to strengthen the cultivation of comprehensive quality and innovation abilities of bioengineering students in open experimental teaching using SEI, Fang et al. [21] analyzed the principles of optimization and selection of open experimental projects, and discussed the construction of open experimental courses that could realize the cultivation of innovative talent from the aspects of novelty, professional ability cultivation, simplification and comprehensiveness, individualized teaching, and feasibility in order to improve the experimental curriculum system of the bioengineering specialty, address the deficiency in professional experiments, and improve students’ professional skills and talent training qualities, providing a reference for the open experimental teaching of bioengineering.
Principles of chemical engineering, as one of the compulsory courses for the pharmaceutical engineering specialty, is a course combining theory with practice. Therefore, it is necessary to build a teaching system for the principles of chemical engineering that meets the requirements of higher-level applications and innovative talent training. Zhang et al. [22] applied the concept of “SEI, collaborative talent cultivation” to the teaching process of principles of chemical engineering and explored and practiced a new structure of teaching staff, teaching platforms, design of teaching content, and the penetration of scientific research achievements during the teaching of this course.

Sun et al. [23] investigated how to take full advantage of SEI and solve the problems of insufficient cultivation of students’ practical and innovation abilities in the teaching of automobile service engineering. The experimental teaching of automobile service engineering after the merger of Qilu University of Technology and Shandong Academy of Sciences was used as the research object, which was combined with the talent training program and social needs, fully exploiting the resource advantages of both education facilities and considering the requirements of rapid development of the new energy automobile industry for talent. They conducted reform and exploration of the experimental teaching system of this specialty, constructed an experimental curriculum system to take full advantage of both sides, and put forward the development steps of different stages combined with the idea of school development in order to cultivate talent to meet the social needs. This curriculum system is of reference value for the development of specialties with an SEI background or similar specialties.

Zhai et al. state that SEI is the basic system of modern universities. Scientific innovation to meet the demands of industrial technology supports knowledge innovation, which is based on curriculum innovation and promotes talent cultivation in universities. To this end, Qingdao Binhai University used the computer control technology courses of mechanical and electrical majors as an example to carry out curriculum teaching reform from an SEI perspective [24]. According to industrial demand, the course positioning was clarified, the course content was updated carefully to align with industrial developments, teaching methods were reformed using the OBE (outcome-based education) concept for reference, and a scientific innovation platform was jointly built by the university and enterprises. These reforms effectively improved the teaching effect and scientific achievement output and realized the integrated development of scientific and curriculum innovation.

Aiming at the research hotspot of new energy materials, Fang et al. [25] designed a comprehensive experimental project of basic chemistry, i.e., electrochemical oxidation-reduction of the Schiff base, which was integrated into the scientific research. This project reflects the integration and intersection of inorganic, organic, analytical, electrochemical, and other chemical knowledge and covers the experimental content of students’ independent research. The students’ comprehensive abilities as well as the teaching standard were enhanced through the experimental research of this project.

Han et al. [26] analyzed the connotation and main modes of SEI, expanded on the characteristics of SEI in application-oriented universities that were different from those in research-oriented universities, put forward ideas and steps for the construction of application-oriented practical courses under SEI. They also designed immersive and interactive teaching methods on the basis of transforming scientific research achievements into curriculum resources, pointed out difficulties during the implementation of SEI in application-oriented practical courses, and put forward solution suggestions.

4.3. Talent Training Mode

Cultivating innovative talent with SEI has become the core concept and effective path of reform and innovative talent training in China’s higher education. Fang et al. [27] deeply analyzed the internal relationship between SEI and the training of innovative talent in application-oriented universities and discussed the internal and external regulation modes of SEI to cultivate innovative talent. They provide an important reference for conducting innovative talent training under SEI in Chinese colleges and universities.

Aiming at the key influencing factors of SEI, Hunan University of Technology carried out useful exploration of the teaching of philosophy and proposed new practices for teaching objectives, organizational structure, teaching methods, and practice. Their practical teaching organization system of “industry-university alliance, base alliance, and training linkage”, practical teaching implementation mechanism of “training platform co-construction, teaching plan co-discussion, guiding team co-formation, practice process co-management, and teaching quality co-promotion”, and an off-campus practical teaching mode of “three-combination and five-joint” with a high degree of cooperation between the government, university, and enterprises provide a useful reference for Chinese universities to implement SEI [28].

Li et al. [29] systematically explored the connotations, origin, and background of SEI, analyzed the current problems and dilemmas in the concept and practice of SEI, and put forward a strategy and path to promote SEI based on the aspects of policy coordination, governance strategy, system optimization, teaching resources, teaching content, training systems, teachers’ professional development, discipline and specialty integration, etc.

Cao et al. [30] state that SEI is an effective way to cultivate innovative talent, but the training mode of SEI and its implementation policy in China still require improvement, which affects the training quality of innovative talent. Therefore, based on the analysis of the connotations of SEI and a summary of issues with the cultivation of innovative talent through SEI in China, the paper puts forward the key points for the construction of an innovative talent training mode of SEI by scientifically positioning the training objectives of innovative talent, firmly establishing the
concept of SEI, and broadening the training channels of innovative talent. It also proposes guarantee measures for the implementation of innovative talent training modes of SEI from the five aspects of government, universities, teachers, students, and university spirit.

The positive interaction between scientific research and teaching is not only an important way to improve the quality of personnel training, but also one of the important characteristics of colleges and universities. In view of the special background of the engineering discipline and the common difficulties with SEI in colleges and universities, Huang et al. [31] made numerous attempts to formulate a syllabus and training plan by innovating classroom teaching modes, organically connecting the first and second classrooms, and encouraging undergraduates to participate in project research. The school of light industry and food engineering of Guangxi University organically combines the scientific research process with the teaching process and closely merges the scientific research process with the second classroom. These measures not only significantly cultivate and improve the students' professional practice ability, but also successfully assist the exploration and implementation of SEI innovative projects as well as the cultivation of professional talent.

Liu et al. [32] proposed five talent training modes to promote deep SEI, including an undergraduate tutorial system, output-oriented industry-university cooperation training mode, undergraduate-graduate through talent training mode, innovative talent training mode based on scientific innovation projects, and a student-centered research talent training mode. At present, there are some problems in the talent training modes of higher education, such as simplification of talent training objectives, unscientific curriculum system construction of training schemes, the need to strengthen the substantive implementation of the SEI concept, and system guarantees. By refining the school type and talent training diversion mechanism and optimizing the curriculum system, scientific research can be successfully integrated into classroom teaching and teaching practice systems in order to guide teachers to establish correct SEI concepts and system guarantees to innovate the talent training mode. Through the implementation of an undergraduate tutorial system, China University of Mining and Technology, Beijing, deepened the reform of their talent training mode, promoted deep SEI, and improved the quality of talent training.

Combined with the current situation of training of innovative talent majoring in marine engineering, taking Wuhan University of Technology as an example, He et al. analyzed and discussed the current problems and established a multi-dimensional innovative teaching platform. They used the existing teaching conditions and other resources, combining them with the national SEI key discipline of marine engineering and the Collaborative Innovation Center of Green and Safety Technology for Yangtze River Golden Waterway Green and Safety Technology in order to practice and explore the training mode of innovative talent [33].

Wang et al. [34] implemented the innovative talent training mode and practice of deep SEI in biomedical engineering. By using scientific research achievements to reflect classroom teaching, the discipline advantages of the college were transformed into resources for undergraduate talent training; integration of the biomedical engineering discipline and specialty was constructed, a human, financial and material stability guarantee mechanism for innovative talent training was established, and a project-based learning method was applied to organize the cultivation of innovative talent in a second classroom. It was found that with more undergraduates entering the laboratory to carry out scientific research, the number of winners in various competitions and students applying for postgraduate entrance examinations increased. Data analysis of graduates in recent years by a third-party organization showed that employers had a high satisfaction rate with graduates. Therefore, they believe that deep SEI is a practical talent training mode that can improve students’ innovative ability and solve the contradiction between scientific research and teaching.

In view of the problems in the training process of innovative talent in application-oriented engineering, such as the uncoordinated development of practical engineering ability and professional quality, and the disconnection between theoretical teaching and practical teaching, between teaching and scientific research, and between innovation ability and social demand, Li et al. [35] constructed an SEI and project-driven training mode of application-oriented engineering to promote the cultivation of innovative talent.

Application-oriented colleges and universities are an important part of Chinese colleges and universities, which mainly cultivate application-oriented innovative talent to serve local economic and social development. SEI is an effective way to cultivate such talent. However, some problems exist in the promotion process of this training method in application-oriented colleges and universities. Based on this, Yang et al. [36] conducted a detailed analysis and expounded part of their work in the cultivation of application-oriented innovative talent using Chongqing University of Science and Technology as an example to provide some reference for innovative talent training modes in other application-oriented undergraduate colleges and universities.

Taking SEI as the core idea and based on the existing teaching mode, the School of Energy and Power Engineering of Dalian University of Technology and Institute of Engineering Thermophysics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences jointly built the Wu Zhonghua School of Future Energy Technology. Through a construction of the organization, assessment mechanisms, and course teaching systems, and based on effective school operation, the intellectual resources and scientific resources of both sides have been fully exploited and the comprehensive cooperation of both sides has been strengthened in order to cultivate high-end talent with innovative practical and scientific research thinking abilities [37].

Promoting SEI in a comprehensive way represents the
general trend of undergraduate talent cultivation in China’s colleges and universities. However, there are many disadvantages in the cultivation of undergraduate talent with SEI in China’s colleges and universities, such as a shortage of teaching and scientific research resources, low integration of scientific research resources to teaching resources. Based on the investigation and analysis of various measures taken by two groups of 38 national collaborative innovation centers in undergraduate talent cultivation, Ding et al. [38] explored the undergraduate talent cultivation mechanism with SEI from the perspective of collaborative innovation to assist in the promotion of the overall development of SEI and improve the quality of undergraduate talent training in China’s colleges and universities.

4.4. Teaching Mode

SEI combined with teaching theory and practice is the core of teaching mode reform. From Humboldt’s combination of scientific research and teaching to Gilman’s contributions and Boyer’s development, SEI is experiencing an evolution from theory to teaching mode. In this process, some problems have been encountered, such as understanding of SEI teaching modes, the teacher evaluation system and mechanism, allocation of resources, and transformation of scientific research achievements. In view of this, Li et al. [39] put forward four measures and pathways for SEI teaching modes and elaborated on the significance of implementing these measures.

Under the background of new engineering, aiming at the problem of a serious disconnection between theory and practice in engineering mathematics teaching, taking the calculation of eigenvectors in linear algebra as an example, and combined with the latest scientific research achievements, Wang et al. [40] conducted an in-depth exploration of the innovation of university mathematics teaching modes and proposed a new mathematics teaching mode with SEI. They provide a new way of thinking about reform of mathematics teaching in new engineering universities. Teaching practice proves that the idea of scientific research and education can inject new vitality into classroom teaching, stimulate students’ learning enthusiasm, and realize the teaching purpose of learning for application.

SEI teaching is a talent training mode for colleges and universities to teach students innovative thinking and endow them with creative and practical abilities. Combining social needs, the educational nature of scientific research, and the training effects of practice, Bai et al. [41] analyzed the importance of SEI teaching for cultivation of innovative practical abilities, encouraged undergraduates to enter the practice space to engage in scientific research and become the subjects and creators of learning activities, and encouraged teachers to introduce high quality scientific research into the classroom teaching process and fully engage in the educational nature of scientific research.

Starting from the impact and challenge of modern network information resources on teachers and students, Han et al. [42] analyzed the current situation that students are faced with more choices and the attraction towards learning from teachers is on the decline in the era of information education. They proposed that measures be taken to deeply integrate smartphones, the Internet, and education to improve teachers’ information sharing and educating abilities to guide and train students to search and identify information resources to support autonomous learning.

SEI has raised the requirements for synchronous cultivation of the humanistic spirit and scientific research ability of university students. Network technology and the Blackboard (BB) teaching platform have entered the university classroom, bringing new vitality and challenges to teaching reform. Gong et al. [43] made full use of the network and BB platform to maintain the essence of traditional teaching modes, the advantages of science and technology, and the teaching mode of combining classroom teaching and extracurricular guidance to consolidate the basic skills of undergraduates and cultivate their humanistic qualities. They also introduced leading academic issues into the classroom to encourage students to participate in scientific research, develop innovative thinking, and improve their scientific research abilities.

Carrying out SEI and teaching modes of integration of theory and practice in the material specialty is conducive to the improvement of student innovation ability. Through theoretical expansion of a combination of SEI and the material specialty, Lai et al. [44] designed three sets of integrated teaching modes between theory and practice based on SEI and applied them in practice. They then summarized the advantages and issues faced when employing these teaching modes using questionnaire surveys and implementation effect analysis.

As a comprehensive specialty, the design specialty presents an innovative situation for diversified development. In order to promote the cultivation of innovative talent and shoulder the responsibility of innovative talent cultivation, entrepreneurship, and innovation, the design specialty makes full use of modern information technology. Under the guidance of the concept of “integrating teaching with research, integrating science and teaching”, Yang et al. [45] reexamined how to promote SEI and explored innovative teaching models to improve the quality of design teaching.

As the basic university concept throughout the development process of modern universities, SEI is indeed the core of modern university education. In order to better realize the concept of “the unity of teaching and scientific research”, it is necessary to make changes to traditional teaching. Taking materials science and engineering as an example, Tang et al. [46] promoted the implementation of an inquiry teaching mode with scientific research projects and reformed classroom teaching content and practical teaching in combination with SEI. This is of great practical significance for realizing the combination of scientific research and teaching and helps to achieve the goal of “teaching and learning grow together”.

Chonghai Xu et al.: Cultivation of Innovative Talents and the Integration of Science and Education
4.5. Concept and System Mechanism

SEI is a concept of university learning which continues to expand despite various challenges. Zhou et al. [5] believe that the idea of SEI has been present from Humboldt’s Universität zu Berlin to Gilman’s Johns Hopkins University and extends to contemporary research universities. They state that SEI will become the main theme of reform and transformation of higher education worldwide. The cultivation of talent through the collaborative innovation of scientific research and teaching is an important theoretical and practical issue that higher education must face and solve.

The idea of SEI advocates that university teachers must correctly handle the relationship between teaching and scientific research, update teaching content, reform teaching methods, and reposition the goal of undergraduate education. Qu et al. [47, 48] analyzed 542 questionnaires of different types of university teachers and found that university teachers have a high degree of recognition of the concept of SEI, but the absence of practical motivation, gender, education background, discipline, type of institution, professional title, length of teaching, and whether part-time administrative jobs exist, all influence the concept recognition and practical action of SEI. University teachers’ recognition and practice of the concept of SEI also displays an obvious interest-related orientation. Innovating university teachers’ management culture, following the interest demands of different university teachers, and establishing a policy guidance mechanism for the integration of teaching and scientific research are suggested solutions for transforming the recognition of SEI as a concept into practical action. Further, based on comparative analysis of the questionnaires carried out by prominent teachers and ordinary teachers in colleges and universities, they found that the understanding and practice of SEI by well-known teachers are barely affected by gender, length of teaching, education background, types of colleges and universities, disciplines, and other factors; on the whole, the concept recognition and practical application of SEI are significantly better than ordinary teachers. However, there is a significant gap between the recognition of SEI as a concept and its practical application by well-known teachers, and there is no obvious advantage in the reform of teaching methods by such teachers. It can be observed that SEI is conducive to the cultivation of high-level teachers, and the efforts and abilities of prominent teachers make them perform better in dealing with the relationship between teaching and scientific research and updating teaching content. However, the absence of organizational culture, the institutional environment, and team building degrades the desire and action of such teachers to reform teaching methods.

According to Zhou et al., students do not welcome advanced teaching ideas because university teaching reform follows the “society-oriented standard” and “knowledge-oriented standard”, while ignoring students’ interests, opinions, anxieties, and disputes. As important stakeholders, all reforms are futile if students do not act on them. University teaching reform is essentially a political process, and SEI is a teaching reform concept of a “teacher-oriented standard”. Zhou et al. [49] designed a questionnaire to investigate the current situation and differences of SEI in undergraduate education and conducted a survey in 21 universities in China. The survey found that there is an attitude difference between university teachers and students towards SEI reform, most students are more willing to participate in research-based learning, but many students are less active in participating in scientific research projects, the implementation of SEI in undergraduate education is not met with optimism, and that students from different backgrounds display behavioral differences in all aspects of SEI. These research results prove the theoretical hypothesis.

SEI is an important driving force for undergraduate education reform and a vital channel for the country to cultivate innovative and outstanding talent. The practical path of implementing SEI includes building an integrated construction and development mode of discipline and specialty, implementing research-based teaching reform of SEI, and improving strong external guarantees and internal incentive mechanisms. Through the implementation of an undergraduate tutorial system, China University of Mining and Technology, Beijing, constructed a talent training mode based on exploration, explored the collaborative mechanism of undergraduate and postgraduate education, improved the sharing and co-construction mode of teaching and research resources, implemented the concept of SEI, and improved the talent training quality [50].

Traditional university education in China was deeply influenced by the former Soviet Union model, and the policy of separating scientific research from education and teaching was implemented. Since China's reform and opening-up, Nanjing University has adhered to the educational concept of high-level research supporting high-level teaching, innovated the talent training mode, and deepened its reform of the curriculum system in order to further enhance the subjectivity of student learning and provide strong support for improving the quality of undergraduate education [51].

SEI is an important concept for the sustainable development of colleges and universities. The integration of scientific research and teaching works to cultivate students’ scientific research abilities and improve the comprehensive quality of contemporary college students. Zhong et al. [52] used teachers at the School of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering of Anhui Polytechnic University as a research object and defined the content of SEI from three aspects: teaching contents, teaching methods, and talent training goals through a questionnaire survey. They arranged and counted the survey results by combining the professional title level, education level, age structure, and gender structure and analyzed reasons for the differences between the teachers’ concept recognition and practice of SEI. They concluded that teachers in this university recognized the concept of SEI and could achieve a basic level of practice. Meanwhile, in order to encourage university teachers to transform the concept recognition of SEI into specific practical action by combining scientific research and education, the teachers’ teaching concept culture...
was innovated, and corresponding policy guidance mechanisms were formulated.

SEI requires a transformation of contemporary higher education ideas and concepts and a deep-seated reform and innovation of talent training modes for modern universities. At present, theoretical and practical research in the field of SEI needs to be further improved. Lin et al. [53] analyzed the development history and connotations of SEI at home and abroad, reform practices and practical difficulties, and the alienation of the combination of science and education and countermeasures, providing some insight for further promoting the transformation of China’s higher education and activating the core power of innovative talent training mechanisms.

The relationship between teaching and scientific research is a basic issue in higher education. Zhang et al. [54] believe that in order to expand the role of scientific research and teaching in higher education, a deep penetration of teaching and scientific research in the process of education must be realized. However, in practice, SEI faces challenges including value orientation, teachers, funding policies, and education modes. Therefore, it is necessary to stimulate the enthusiasm of teachers, cultivate the initiative of students, and realize synchronous development of teaching abilities and scientific research. Based on this, they analyzed the path of cultivating the concept of SEI in higher education.

Liu et al. [55] proposed the reconstruction of a first-class undergraduate education under SEI. As SEI is the basic foundation of modern universities and higher education supported and led by scientific research is an essential feature of modern universities, first-class undergraduate education is impossible without SEI. The concept of the SEI system and mechanism runs throughout the entire process of higher education. Attention should thus be paid to the innovation of multiple paths and carriers to eliminate relevant resistance. At the same time, a supporting system and policy of enrollment, academic degree, graduation, incentive, and evaluation is required. A comprehensive transformation of university systems is necessary for SEI to be effectively realized to provide first-class undergraduate education.

At present, the prominent problem in higher education is the absence of an effective integration of teaching and scientific research in colleges and universities to jointly serve talent cultivation. This phenomenon originates from teachers’ behavior preference for scientific research that is independent of teaching, which is shaped by the performance evaluation system of managerialism. Zhou et al. [56] proposed that public policies should be adjusted strategically to alter the separation of science and education: first, to change the separation system of science and education and innovate the evaluation mechanism of scientific research; second, to enhance education self-confidence and establish Chinese standards for university evaluation; third, to break the discipline stereotype of “first-class universities and first-class disciplines (double first-class)” construction and promote the integration of disciplines and specialties; fourth, to respect academic professional characteristics and attach importance to peer evaluation and qualitative evaluation; fifth, to abandon the idea of a discipline-oriented standard and set up a student-centered concept.

As the essential feature of research-oriented universities, SEI is the general trend of reform and development of the science and education system in today’s world and is a higher education reform that needs to be vigorously advocated for. In practice, however, SEI has not been smoothly implemented, and governance systems and mechanisms are key restrictions. Using the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences as an example [57], the dynamic mechanism of SEI between scientific research institutions and educational institutions and the reasons for governance dilemmas, combined with the exploration and practice of SEI in case universities in recent years was analyzed. It was revealed that organizational change is an effective way to break through the governance dilemma of SEI; that is, to transform the organizational structure, objectives, operation basis, incentives, and culture in order to integrate SEI into organizational structures and operational development mechanisms.

Taking the materials discipline of the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences as an example, Zhang et al. [58] analyzed academic papers jointly published in SCI journals by universities and research institutes and explored SEI from the two dimensions of quantity and quality. They found that there was still room for improvement in the integration of universities and research institutes. This analysis method provides a new way for other institutions to evaluate SEI.

Wang et al. believe that China’s higher education has transformed from simple teaching to paying equal attention to science and education, and SEI has gradually developed into a new model of running colleges and universities in China [59]. In this context, China has actively deepened the reform of its higher education system. The higher education system and management mechanisms are experiencing new environmental changes, and the internal governance of colleges and universities is facing new challenges and opportunities. Therefore, it is highly important to realize the modernization of colleges and universities’ internal governance structures in this transition period. Based on the current situation of SEI in Shandong province, the author focused on the study of internal governance of colleges and universities in the process of SEI.

The core concept of promoting “double first-class” construction is to promote SEI. Wang et al. [60] summarized the concept of “double first-class” and SEI, identified the existing problems and causes according to the current situation of SEI, put forward relevant suggestions and schemes for its mode and mechanism by exploring the problems in the process of SEI construction, and presented the methods and paths for SEI construction from the aspects of universities, government, and society.

5. Conclusions

SEI is an important concept of education and that basic principle of contemporary universities. It includes the
interaction between scientific research and teaching, the transformation of achievements between scientific research and teaching, and students' participation in scientific research activities. The experience of the University of Canterbury in New Zealand provides helpful insight. Influenced by the education law and academic audit system, the University of Canterbury constructed an innovative system of SEI. For example, SEI was established in the constitution and strategic planning and other major systems and was promoted through core systems such as teacher management and institutional reform [61]. In addition, an organization-wide, multi-form, and explicit practice strategy system was formulated. Like many universities globally, the University of Canterbury has also encountered many challenges in implementing SEI. Despite these issues, the idea of SEI remains a foundational principle of higher education.

The "Integration and Innovation of Science and Education in the Age of Big Science and the 14th International Symposium on Development Strategy of Science and Education" was held in Hangzhou in December 2019. It was sponsored by Zhejiang University and the Education Committee of Chinese Academy of Engineering under the guidance of the Higher Education Department of the Ministry of Education, the China Association of Higher Education, and the Engineering Education Committee of China Association of Higher Education, cosponsored by Research in Higher Education of Engineering, and managed by the Strategic Research Institute of China's Science and Education and the School of Engineers of Zhejiang University. Sessions on SEI and the innovation of basic research and on SEI and innovation of engineering science and technology were held on July 7. Thoughts on SEI and the construction of world-class universities were shared by educational organizations such as the African Engineering Education Association, Zhejiang University, the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chongqing University, and industrial companies such as CETHIK Group, the Alibaba Group, and the Huike Group [62]. The participants discussed innovative talent training modes, including the deep integration of "research, engineering and teaching", cross-organization SEI, and research-oriented teaching challenges. Typical cases of cultivating first-class innovative talent through SEI in colleges and universities and enterprises were introduced, and prospects concerning the education mode of science and education collaboration and the integration of industry and learning were discussed from the perspectives of curriculum system construction, curriculum content design, and school-enterprise cooperation, which also pointed out the future development direction for the research and practice of SEI.

In October 2018, the Ministry of Education issued the Opinions on Accelerating the Construction of High-Level Undergraduate Education and Comprehensively Improving the Ability of Talent Training and decided to implement the Six Excellence and One Top-notch Plan 2.0. The document clearly stipulates that a collaborative training mechanism of SEI and mutual promotion should be established in combination with major scientific and technological projects, identifying directions for deepening the research and practice of SEI. It is expected that there will be further innovative research and practice to provide new contributions to the high-quality development of higher education.
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